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Abstract—With the emergence of Smart City concept, Wireless
Sensor Networks (WSNs) become one of the key technologies
for instrumenting the city, and thus providing its inhabitants
with various services meant to improve their daily life. One of
the identified applications is Smart Street Lightning, where the
lamps are in a mesh network for remote control and maintenance
purposes. This paper proposes Ubiquitous Navigation System
(UNS), a WSN-based navigation system, which takes benefit from
the Smart Street Lightning system to provide a local navigation
service. The positioning part of the system uses Angle of Arrival
(AoA) measurements to estimate the vehicle position on the
map. Based on a realistic network scenario, extracted from a
city map using Google Maps, we study the performance of
triangulation using AoA in a smart urban environment that
exhibits topology related constraints. Simulations results show
that such constraints lead to particular spatial distribution of the
anchor nodes that affects both positioning accuracy and beacon
packets reception rate. We also propose and evaluate the use of
the network communication range as a technique to mitigate the
effect of geometric dilution of precision (GDOP). The simulation
results show that this technique successfully detected GDOPaffected positions and thus significantly enhanced the positioning
accuracy.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Nowadays, information and communication technologies
(ICT) have become an essential part of urban development as
a response to challenges regarding infrastructure and public
services availability [1]. In this context, the concept of smart
cities has attracted significant research interest, where the
driving idea is to connect the growing number of population
with the necessary services for their daily life.
With recent advances in the development of Wireless sensor
networks (WSNs), such technology is envisioned to play a key
role in instrumenting and interconnecting such smart urban
environments [2]. Sensor nodes are typically equipped with
processing, sensing, power management and communication
capabilities. They are able to communicate in a wireless adhoc fashion over short radio communication range [3]. The
resulting smart city will have a more efficient resource management and a better quality of life for the citizens by means
of applications such as: Smart Parking, Traffic Management,
Noise and Pollution Monitoring, Smart Lightning, etc.
In this work, we focus on the smart street lightning systems,
where each lamp is equipped with a sensor node that is
meant for both remote controlling purposes and predictive
maintenance. Such systems already exist in the literature. For
instance, in [4] authors propose a control network for a LED

street lighting system, and implement a geographic routing
strategy. In [5] authors develop a street lighting management
system that uses a WSN for interconnecting the lamps.
Moreover, WSN is one of the key technologies that have
been used for indoor localization [6]. Knowing the node’s
location enables a myriad of location-based applications such
as object tracking, environment monitoring, intrusion detection, and habitat monitoring [7]. Location estimation also
supports core network services such as: routing, topology
control, coverage, boundary detection and clustering [6].
From this perspective, our proposal is to make use of the
already deployed WSN infrastructure for smart street lightning
to provide a GPS-like service to the vehicles in the city.
This WSN-aided navigation becomes important especially in
cluttered and urban environments or undergrounds where GPS
reception fails, thus providing a continuous smart navigation
service to the user. It is a cost effective solution, as no modifications are required on the existing smart street lightning
infrastructure. The main motivation of our work is the density
of the lamps in the city and the highway, and their interesting
Line of Sight (LOS) conditions with respect to the vehicle.
This offers numerous potential anchor devices, that can be
used as reference nodes for localization. By opportunistically
discovering at least two lamps in the vicinity of a car, the
position of the vehicle can be estimated by means of Angle of
Arrival (AoA) based triangulation.
The goal of this paper is to study the performance of
triangulation using AoA in a realistic smart urban environment
that exhibits topology related constraints. Such constraints lead
to particular spatial distribution of the anchor nodes that affects
both positioning accuracy and beacon packets reception rate.
A. Related work
The triangulation based positioning problems have been
extensively studied in the context of WSN1 [7] [8] [9] and
mobile robot navigation [10] [11] [12].
At the best of our knowledge, the use of the smart street
lightning for localization purposes is novel, especially in the
context of smart cities. The particularity of our study is in
the network model: realistic network topology and medium
access control influence on the performance of positioning
algorithm. Unlike literature studies, we use geographic data
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more generally in Ad Hoc networks

from real world as input for the simulation. In addition,
as network topology is extracted from the city map, we
have no control on the anchors placement. We thus propose
to mitigate the effect of dilution of precision by filtering
against the communication range of the network. Conducted
simulations show that the spatial distribution of the anchor
nodes affects both positioning accuracy under the effect of the
geometric dilution of precision) and beacon packets reception
rate due to collisions on beacon packets. Results also show
that the proposed GDOP mitigation technique successfully
detects GDOP-affected positions and significantly enhances
the positioning accuracy.
B. Paper Organization
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II draws the general scheme in which we propose AoA
positioning for navigating in smart environments. Section III
discusses the basic angle-based triangulation and its sensitivity to measurement noise, while Section IV describes the
assumptions regarding the network. We present our proposed
approach for the position estimation of the vehicle and its
implementation issues in Section VI. In Section VII we discuss
the simulation results. Finally, Section VIII concludes the
paper.
II. U BIQUITOUS NAVIGATION S YSTEM (UNS)
In order to implement vehicular navigation in a smart city
environment, we propose a hybrid strategy [13].

Fig. 1.

Dead Reckoning

III. AOA T RIANGULATION BACKGROUND
A node is said to be AoA capable if it is able to estimate the
direction from which he received data from a neighbor. Such
measurements, usually made by means of antenna arrays [7],
are relative to the receiver’s orientation. Orientation, defined
as a fixed direction against which AoAs are measured, is
represented in degrees in a clockwise direction from the North
[9]. When the orientation is 0◦ or pointing to the North, the
AoA is absolute, otherwise, relative. In other words, the AoA
capability provides the mobile node bearings to neighboring
nodes with respect to its own axis. Triangulation is the process
of determining the position of an object by using the bearings
from known reference positions [11]. Fig. 2 illustrates the AoA
triangulation principle with two reference neighbors:
• θ : Orientation of the mobile node M (vehicle).
• τ1 (resp. τ2 ) : AoA or bearing of M to L1 (resp. L2 ).
2
• φ12 = τ2 − τ1 : Visual angle between L2 and L1 .
• r1 (resp. r2 ) : Distance between M and L1 (resp. L2 ).
• (Xe , Ye ) : The external coordinate system of the city map.
• (X, Y ) : The vehicle centered coordinate system.
In the absence of noise, the relation between the absolute
bearings and the true location of the mobile node is:
tan(αi ) =

Ubiquitous Navigation
System (UNS)

WSN Localization

broadcast their position. Therefore, the mobile node, acting
as a receiver, should be AoA capable and aware of its
Orientation. RF-based AoA capability is commonly achieved
by means of an antenna array [7].

y − yi
, with αi = θ + τi
x − xi

Ye

Map Matching

•L2

The core function is position estimation by using rangebased measurements to the fixed nodes in the vicinity of
the mobile node (WSN Localization). The Dead Reckoning
function, based on a strapdown Inertial Navigation System
(INS) is accurate over short period of times, and requires an
initial position and heading estimate. Hence, it can be reset by
the WSN Localization function upon every successful position
estimate. Finally, the Map Matching function is used in a
refinement phase, where the map knowledge is used to mitigate
position estimation errors.
Withing this framework, in this paper, we focus on the
WSN-based position estimation process. By fairly assuming
that a vehicle on a city road will always encounter at least
two street lamps on the road side, we select RF-based AoA
measurements for the position estimate. Bearing measurements
make localization possible with only two reference nodes,
under certain conditions as discussed in the next section. For
availability and scalability reasons, we choose to perform the
localization process locally at the mobile node side. This
requires that lamps act as reference nodes i.e periodically

•L1

M•
Fig. 2.
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Position Estimation using AoA Triangulation

A. Triangulation with perfect data
It is clearly shown in [14] [10] [9] that in order to estimate
the position of the mobile node, at least two non-collinear
reference neighbors are required. To estimate both position
and orientation, at least three neighbors are required. In this
work, we assume that the vehicle has an accurate estimate of
its orientation by means of a digital compass from the INS for
instance. Hence, we consider the triangulation case with two
reference nodes. In this case, the intersection of bearing lines,
2 Also

called the bearing of L2 relative to L1

in the reference frame (Xe , Ye ), can be computed using the
following equations [12]:
y2 − y1 − tan(α1 )(x2 − x1 )
cos(α2 ) tan(α1 ) − sin(α1 )
y2 − y1 − tan(α1 )(x2 − x1 )
y = y2 + sin(α2 )
cos(α2 ) tan(α1 ) − sin(α1 )

x = x2 + cos(α2 )

(2)

where αi = θ+τi is the absolute AoA from Li , and (xi , yi ) are
the coordinates of the reference nodes in the frame (Xe , Ye ).
However, when the mobile node is directly between the two
reference nodes, usually a third reference node is required
to disambiguate. This leads to either solving a system of
equations or optimization using Maximum Likelihood. In a
city, this typically occurs in roundabouts or when the second
neighbor is not on the same lane of the first one. To avoid
the need of a third reference node, and to avoid complex
computations, we propose to use the road knowledge to
disambiguate the position estimation : the estimated position
is simply the intersection if the current road segment with
the segment [L1 L2]. Again, we observe the influence of the
application context on the decision process.
For comparison, a Least Square (LS) closed form solution
to the positioning problem with N reference nodes is:
P̂ = (GT G)−1 GT h
where :

sin(α1 )

..
G=
.

(3)

the case of two reference nodes. In the case of two reference
nodes, the GDOP is given by:
r1 r2
GDOP =
.
(6)
sin(φ12 )
Thus, the GDOP suggests that the position error tends to
infinity when close to the line between the reference nodes
(φ12 tends to 0). This also happens when the range product
(r1 r2 ) becomes large. The best GDOP is obtained when the
visual angle φ12 is a right angle.
IV. N ETWORK M ODEL
The considered network is a Wireless Sensor Network
(WSN) where we distinguish two types of nodes : reference
nodes and mobile node(s). Reference nodes are attached to
the street lamps, and they periodically transmit a beacon
containing their position with a period Tbeacon . Mobile nodes
are attached to the vehicles, and are AoA capable.
The topology of the network is dictated by the spatial
distribution of the lamps in the city, whereas the position of the
mobile nodes changes with time along the road. The network
is supposed to operate with the same communication range
Rmax for all the nodes. In order to ensure the connectivity of
the network Rmax should be more or equal than the maximum
inter-Lamp spacing S:
Rmax ≥ S.







x1 sin(α1 ) − y1 cos(α1 )
−cos(α1 )



..
..
.
, h=
.
.

sin(αN ) −cos(αN )

xN sin(αN ) − yN cos(αN )

The LS algorithms assumes that the bearing measurement
errors are relatively small, and the solution in Eq. (3) is
obtained by solving the system of equations (written from
Eq. (2)):
x sin(αi ) − y cos(αi ) = xi sin(αi ) − yi cos(αi )

(4)

equivalent to:
GP = h.

(5)

For a quick overview of the analytic position estimation
algorithms and their performance, the reader may refer to [15].
B. Triangulation with noisy data
In the presence of noise in the bearing measurements, it
is important to study its effect on the position estimate. As
seen in Eq. (5), the triangulation problem is equivalent to
solving the system of equations constraining the position of
the mobile node at the intersection of bearing lines. The
problem can also be formulated as an observer process in
−
−
−
the form →
z = h(→
x ), where →
x = (x, y) is the mobile node
→
−
position, and z denotes the observation vector relating the
position to the bearing measurements. One way of formally
quantifying the noise effect is the study of the determinant of
the Jacobian of h (H = δδ hx ), which is commonly referred to
as the Geometric Dilution of Precision (GDOP). An intuitive
and detailed derivation of the GDOP can be found in [16] for

(7)

We assume that Rmax = S, which is a fair trade-off to
minimize the effect of collisions at medium access level.
At MAC layer, the nodes use unslotted CSMA/CA algorithm to access to the medium according to the IEEE 802.15.4
standard [17]. Finally, the physical layer is assumed to be
perfect i.e the radio coverage of a transmitting node is circular
with radius Rmax .
V. M OBILITY M ODEL
In order to simulate the mobility of the mobile node, we
adopt a simple mobility model involving a trajectory on a route
and constant speed (see Fig. 3(a)). A trajectory is given by a
set of waypoints {W1 . . . Wn } where each waypoint pair forms
y
−yj
.
a segment. Each segment has a direction θj = tan−1 xj+1
j+1 −xj
The number of waypoints depends on the route geometry. For
example a new waypoint is required at every direction change
in the route. In order to travel along a given trajectory W at
a constant speed v, we propose a simple recursive mobility
model in Fig. 3(b). At every sampling period Ts , the position
of the mobile node is updated with a displacement ds = v ×
T s.
VI. P OSITION E STIMATION A LGORITHM
When the mobile node receives a beacon packet from a
reference node, it retrieves the sender’s position (xi , yi ) from
the received packet and estimate its absolute bearing to it (αi ),
then adds a time-stamp (t1 ) according to its internal clock. It
then waits for a packet reception from a second node. Once
received after a fixed maximum timeout (Ts ), it estimates its
position by triangulation according to Eq. (1), and then checks

Ye

Wj+1
Pi+1
Pi
dS
Wj

θj

Current road
segment Sj
Xe

Require: Trajectory data (Wi , θi ) i = 1 · · · N
1: function M OVE (Pi ,Wj ,θj ,ds)
2:
if j ≥ N then
⊲ Reached end of trajectory
3:
Pi+1 := WN
−−−−−→
4:
else if ds ≤ kPi Wj+1 k then
⊲ Current Segment
5:
Pi+1 := Pi + ds.[cos θj sin θj ]T
6:
else
⊲ Next Segment
−−−−−→
7:
δ s := k Pi Wj+1 k
8:
Pi+1 := M OVE(Wj+1 ,Wj+1 ,θj+1 ,ds − δ s)
9:
end if
10:
return Pi+1
11: end function

(a) Waypoint Mobility Model

(b) Waypoint Mobility Algorithm
Waypoint Mobility

position consistency against GDOP using the knowledge of the
maximum communication range Rmax of the network.
Note that checking the inter-packet arrival time between
the two beacons is very important when working with a
realistic MAC. Due to collisions, the second reference node
may be observed on a different position. In this case, the oldest
observed node is dropped. Finally, when a beacon is received
from an already observed node, the internal structure Li is
updated with time and bearing information.
Require: Beacons data Li : (xi , yi ), αi , ti i = 1 · · · 2
1: function E STIMATE P OSITION (L1 ,L2 )
2:
P̂ := [·]
3:
if |t1 − t2 | < timeout then
4:
P̂ := TRIANGULATE(L1 ,L2 )
−−→
−−→
5:
if kP̂ L1 k2 > Rmax or kP̂ L2 k2 > Rmax then
6:
P̂ := [·]
7:
end if
8:
end if
9:
return P̂
10: end function

5) Parse the exported KML file and extract the coordinates
of the lamps and the trajectory.
6) Project those coordinates using the Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) projection and shift the coordinates to center the map.
7) Generate the coordinates from previous step into separate data files to feed the WSN simulator.
The resulting network and trajectory is depicted in the
Fig. 5. We choose this trajectory as it contains a roundabout
and exhibits GDOP (ex. in the roundabout and when crossing
between lamps 5 and 7).
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VII. S IMULATION R ESULTS
In order to reflect the smart city topology, we adopted the
following simulation methodology.
1) Select a road of interest in a city using Google Maps
Engine.
2) Detect street lamps and add markers on each. Each
marker will get the lamp coordinates (Longitute, Latitude).
3) Draw a trajectory along the same road. Each trajectory
waypoint will have its coordinates.
4) Export the created map to a KML file, say scenario.kml.

Lamps

Fig. 5.

Trajectory

Waypoints

Extracted navigation scenario

For WSN simulation, we used the WSNET simulator [18].
WSNET is a modular discrete event simulator that is able
of simulating multihop wireless networks, in particular WSN.
It is programmed in C, which eases porting the code to
real hardware. It provides realistic MAC and PHY layers
and supports mobility. We implemented a mobility model
according to Section V and two application modules for
reference fixed nodes and one mobile node. The mobile node
estimated his position upon each beacon reception according

2

Position update rate

·104

mean=0.952536, median = 0.998034, min=0.002601, max=6.996615
1.8
1.6
1.4
Frequency

to Section VI. The sampling period of the mobility model Ts
was fixed to 200ms.
The simulation strategy is depicted by Fig. 6. The beacon
transmission period was fixed to 1s, which constrains the
expected position update rate to 1s. The vehicle speed v
was fixed to 70km/h, the maximum speed limit. With this
configuration, we study the effect of collisions at MAC layer
and the bearing noise σAoA on the positioning performance in
terms of: position update rate and accuracy. The bearing noise
was generated by adding to the true bearing a normal Gaussian
noise with standard deviation σAoA . Finally, the maximum
communication range was set as discussed in Section IV to
Rmax = S = 35m, which is the maximum inter-lamp spacing
observed in the scenario in Fig. 5.
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Simulation Parameters - Positioning performance as output

A. The effect of collisions (MAC Layer)
When reference nodes transmit beacons, collisions may
occur, thus preventing the mobile node from estimating its
position despite of its physical presence in the vicinity of
the lamps. As a consequence, the position update rate is
affected. To evaluate this impact, we compared the case of
a perfect MAC layer with a realistic one i.e implementing
IEEE 802.15.4 unslotted CSMA/CA with the default standard
parameters3 . We ran 500 simulations, with σAoA = 0, and
analyzed the average position update rate. Fig. 7 shows the
resulting position update rate distribution. This result suggests
that, even on a relatively short trajectory as in Fig. 5, beacon
packet miss degrades the packet reception rate up to 7s in
presence of collisions. This means, that for a vehicle traveling
at 70km/h, there will be no position update for approx.
14 meters. Assessing the worst position update rate is very
important when implementing a hybrid scheme with Dead
Reckoning (Fig. 1).
B. The effect of AoA measurement noise
Noisy AoA measurements lead to positioning errors that
may become very large due to GDOP. In order to separately
study the effect of noise measurements on positioning errors,
we run simulations with a perfect MAC layer.
3 max-csma-backoff=4,min-backoff-exponent=3,

max-backoff-exponent=5

1) Effect of GDOP: In order to show the effect of the
GDOP, we ran two simulations under bearing noise of 1◦ : with
GDOP mitigation disabled, and then enabled. The results are
depicted in Fig. 8. From Fig. 8(a), we observe that position
samples 70 and 160 lead to extremely high errors due to
GDOP, and when the GDOP is activated, such estimates are
dropped and come to lowering the average estimation error
(Fig. 8(b)).
2) Performance of Positioning Algorithm: The Root Mean
Square Error (RMSE) for the position estimation algorithm is
computed by averaging 500 independent simulations:
v
u n
2
u1 X
RM SE = t
(8)
P̂i − Pi
n i=1
2
where n is the number of successful position estimation
samples. Fig. 9 shows the algorithm performance versus the
standard deviation of the bearing measurement noise. As
Position Error (RMSE)
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Effect of collisions on position update rate.
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The RMSE performance of the proposed algorithm.
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GDOP effect

expected, the positioning error increases with the standard
deviation of the bearing measurements noise. Note that, if
we plot the same curve without GDOP mitigation, the RMSE
analysis would be made impossible due to the effect the
extremely high errors.
VIII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we studied the performance of triangulation
using AoA in a realistic smart urban environment that exhibits
topology related constraints. We proposed a simple method
to cope with dilution of precision. Simulations results show
that distribution of the anchor nodes highly affected both
positioning accuracy (dilution of precision) and beacon packets
reception rate (collisions). Therefore, AoA triangulation alone
is not sufficient, and a hybrid navigation solution is required
as suggested in Section II. Future fork will concern the implementation of the Dead Reckoning block and its integration
with the AoA-based triangulation feature.
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